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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A data architect is reviewing an app that is under development. The app as NOT been published. All data has been
validated in all charts and KPIs. The data architect notices that the data model has two fact tables with common field
names that cause a synthetic join. 

Which step should the data architect take to correct the data model without affecting the app? 

A. Concatenate LOAD the data from the Sales and Budget tables to combine into a single table. 

B. Create a composite key in the Sales and Budget tables that consists of the Year, EmployeeID, and ProductID 

C. Perform a composite key in the Sales and Budget tables instead of loading Year, EmployeeID, and ProductID 

D. Perform a mapping load for the Employees table and use ApplyMap in the Sales and Budget tables. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A data architect uses the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector to determine the closest airports to cities in an existing app. The
built location generates data for the airport locations. The data load editor runs the script and sees a circular reference
and a synthetic key. 

How should the data architect fix these issues? 

A. When selecting an operation in the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector, select Only load distinct. 

B. When choosing which data to load, uncheck the non-unique field in the new data tables. 

C. Concatenate the airport table and the existing tables into one master tables. 

D. When selecting an operation in the Qlik GeoAnalytics connector, change the CRS to "None". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Payroll managers need access to the payroll system to complete a quarterly report. A username and password is
required to access the payroll system through an ODBC connection. Only the system administrator should have access
to the credentials and make updates as needed. Each payroll manager who access the app should only see their own
employees. 

Which two actions are required to set up the appropriate security? (Choose two.) 

A. Make sure that the administrator creates appropriate sync rules to access the payroll system 

B. Apply the correct section access to restrict data visibility 

C. Make sure that the administrator applies security rules to the correct stream to restrict data visibility 

D. Apply security rules to the app to restrict data visibility 

E. Make sure that the administrator applies the correct security rules to the ODBC connection 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

A company builds several apps to help analyze product performance. 

Each app is for a specific business area: Marketing, Sales, or Production 

Users must see updated data daily 

Data is taken from the enterprise data warehouse (EDW) 
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Change requests for the data warehouse take approximately 6 weeks. 

One of the dimensions used across all of the apps is product group 

There are six different product groups 

To provide users with an intuitive way of working with data, the colors that present the product groups must be the same
in all apps. The RGB color codes for each product group will be provided to the data architect by e-mail. 

How should the data architect add consistent colors for the product group dimension that are easy to maintain? 

A. Add the color codes using a text file 

B. Add the color codes using expressions 

C. Add the color codes in the EDW 

D. Add the color codes using variables 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

One of the data sources a data architect must add for a newly developed app is an Excel spreadsheet. The Region field
only was values for the first record for the region. The data architect must perform a transformation so that each row
contains the correct Region. 
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Which function should the data architect implement to resolve this issue? 

A. CrossTable 

B. IntervalMatch 

C. Above 

D. Previous 

Correct Answer: B 
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